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keeping the target in focus can be a challenge as in “my camera
compares nothing to Jack’s camera which is sleek and light,
produces life like pictures and is inexpensive”. All the positive
words about Jack’s camera being the constituents of the
document vector will produce an overall decision of positive
polarity which is wrong [7].

Abstract
With the evolution of web technology, there is a huge amount of data
present in the web for the internet users. These users not only use the
available resources in the web, but also give their feedback, thus
generating additional useful information. Due to overwhelming
amount of user’s opinions, views, feedback and suggestions available
through the web resources, it’s very much essential to explore,
analyze and organize their views for better decision making. Opinion
Mining or Sentiment Analysis is a Natural Language Processing and
Information Extraction task that identifies the user’s views or
opinions explained in the form of positive, negative or neutral
comments and quotes underlying the text. Text categorization
generally classifies the documents by topic. This survey gives an
overview of the efficient techniques, recent advancements and the
future research directions in the field of Sentiment Analysis.

Table.1. Recent Papers on Sentiment Analysis and its related
tasks
Topic

[66]

2012

[70]

2012

[73]

2011

Subjectivity Analysis

[47]

2011

Sentiment Detection

[48]

2009

[49]

2011

[62]

2008

[63]

2011

Review Aggregation

[61]

2008

Supervised Machine Learning
Approaches for Opinion Mining

[64]

2009

[76]

2012

[77]

2012

[65]

2012

Sentiment Analysis
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1. INTRODUCTION
Feature Selection for Opinion
Mining

Opinion Mining or Sentiment analysis involves building a
system to explore user’s opinions made in blog posts, comments,
reviews or tweets, about the product, policy or a topic. It aims to
determine the attitude of a user about some topic. In recent
years, the exponential increase in the Internet usage and
exchange of user’s opinion is the motivation for Opinion
Mining. The Web is a huge repository of structured and
unstructured data. The analysis of this data to extract underlying
user’s opinion and sentiment is a challenging task. An opinion
can be described as a quadruple consisting of a Topic, Holder,
Claim and Sentiment [56]. Here the Holder believes a Claim
about the Topic and expresses it through an associated
Sentiment. To a machine, opinion is a “quintuple”, an object
made up of 5 different things: [Bing Liu in NLP Handbook] (Oj,
fjk, SOijkl, hi, tl), where Oj= the object on which the opinion is on,
fjk = a feature of Oj, SOijkl = the sentiment value of the opinion,
hi = Opinion holder, tl = the time at which the opinion is given.
There are several challenges in the field of sentiment
analysis. The most common challenges are given here. Firstly,
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), a classical NLP problem is
often encountered. For example, “an unpredictable plot in the
movie” is a positive phrase, while “an unpredictable steering
wheel” is a negative one. The opinion word unpredictable is
used in different senses. Secondly, addressing the problem of
sudden deviation from positive to negative polarity, as in “The
movie has a great cast, superb storyline and spectacular
photography; the director has managed to make a mess of the
whole thing”. Thirdly, negations, unless handled properly can
completely mislead. “Not only do I not approve Supernova 7200,
but also hesitate to call it a phone” has a positive polarity word
approve; but its effect is negated by many negations. Fourthly,

Paper Year

Sentiment Classification
Active learning for Opinion
Mining

The importance and popularity of Sentiment Analysis have
led to several papers which describes and implements it’s variety
of tasks using several different techniques, some of them are
listed in Table.1, together with the years of publication and the
topics. In [73] methods to automatically generate new sentiment
lexicon, called SentiFul are described. A subjective-objective
sentence classifier that does not require annotated data as input
is built [47]. Such a classifier may then be used to improve
information extraction performance. Subjectivity classification
can prevent the sentiment classifier from considering irrelevant
or even potentially misleading text. Document sentiment
classification and opinion extraction have often involved word
sentiment classification techniques[48]. The Entropy Weighted
Genetic Algorithm (EWGA) is a hybridized genetic algorithm
that incorporates the information gain heuristic for feature
selection [62]. SVM and N-gram approaches outperformed the
Naïve Bayes approach when sentiment classification was applied
to the reviews on travel blogs for seven popular travel
destinations in the US and Europe [64].
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Fig.1 depicts the major important steps in order to achieve an
opinion impact. The web users post their views, comments and
feedback about a particular product or a thing through various
blogs, forums and social networking sites. Data is collected from
such opinion sources in such a way that only the reviews related
to the topic, that is searched is selected. The input document is
then preprocessed. Preprocessing, in this context, is the removal
of the fact based sentences, thus choosing only the opinionated
sentences. Further refinements are made by removing the
negations and by sensing the word disambiguation. Then, the
process of extracting relevant features is done. Feature selection
can potentially improve classification accuracy [58], narrow in
on a key feature subset of sentiment discriminators, and provide
greater insight into important class attributes. The extracted
features contribute to a document vector upon which various
machine learning techniques can be applied in order to classify
the polarity (positive and negative opinions)using the obtained
document vector and finally the opinion impact is obtained
based on the sentiment of the web users.

feature/aspect level — whether the expressed opinion in a
document, a sentence or an entity feature/aspect is positive,
negative, or neutral. Beyond polarity sentiment classification,
the emotional states such as "angry", “sad" and "happy” are also
identified.
One of the challenges of Sentiment Analysis is to deﬁne the
opinions and subjectivity of the study [7]. Originally,
subjectivity was deﬁned by linguists, most prominently,
Randolph Quirk (R. Quirk and Svartvik, 1985). Quirk deﬁnes
private state as something that is not open to objective
observation or veriﬁcation. These private states include
emotions, opinions, and speculations; among others. The very
deﬁnition of a private state foreshadows difficulties in analyzing
sentiment. Subjectivity is highly context-sensitive, and its
expression is often peculiar to each person. Subjectivity
Detection and Negation are the most important preprocessing
steps in order to achieve efficient opinion impact. They are
discussed in the following sections.

2.1 SUBECTIVITY DETECTION
Subjectivity detection can be defined as a process of
selecting opinion containing sentences[7]. (e.g.,) “India’s
economy is heavily dependent on tourism and IT industry. It is
an excellent place to live in.” The first sentence is a factual one
and does not convey any sentiment towards India. Hence this
should not play any role in deciding on the polarity of the
review, and should be filtered out. Hence, the Polarity Classifier
assumes that the incoming documents are opinionated. Joint
Topic-Sentiment Analysis is done by collecting only on-topic
documents (e.g., by executing the topic-based query using a
standard search engine). In Information extraction, both topicbased text filtering and subjectivity filtering are complementary
as in [8]. If a document contains information on a variety of
topics that may attract the attention of the user, then it will be
useful to classify the topics and its related opinions. This type of
analysis can be useful for comparative search analysis of related
items and also to discuss on the texts that contains various
features and attributes.
The political orientation of the websites can be done by
classifying the concatenation of all the documents found on that
particular site as in [9]. Analyzing sentiment and opinions in
political oriented text, generally focuses on the attitude
expressed via texts which are not targeted at a specific issue. In
order to mine opinion, the main concentration is on non-factual
information in text. There are various affect types; in specific
here the concentration is on the six “universal” emotions as in
[10]: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise. These
emotions could be easily associated with an interesting
application of a human-computer interaction, where when a
system identifies that the user is upset or annoyed, the system
could change the user interface to a different mode of interaction
as in [11].

Fig.1. Systematic work flow of Sentiment Analysis
The organization of the paper includes Sentiment Analysis in
section 2 under which subjectivity detection, negation and
feature based sentiment classification are briefed in the sections
2.1 to 2.3. Feature extraction and Feature Reduction are
explained under 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. The Sentiment Classification is
explained under the section 3, under which the polarity and
intensity assignment is discussed under 3.1 and 3.2 respectively.
The Machine Learning Approaches are discussed in the section
4, under which the Naïve Bayes Classification, Maximum
Entropy and Support Vector Machines are briefed. Finally the
applications and future challenges of Opinion Mining and
Sentiment Classification are elaborated under the sections 5 and
6 respectively.

2. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Ordinary keyword search will not be suitable for mining all
kinds of opinions. Hence it becomes necessary that the
sophisticated opinion extraction methods are used. Sentiment
analysis is a natural language processing technique, helps to
identify and extract subjective information in source materials.
Sentiment analysis aims to determine the attitude of the writer
with respect to some topic or the overall contextual polarity of a
document. The attitude may be his or her judgment or
evaluation, affective state, or the intended emotional
communication. A basic task in sentiment analysis is classifying
the polarity of a given text at the document, sentence, or

2.2 NEGATION
Negation is a very common linguistic construction that
affects polarity and, therefore, needs to be taken into
consideration in sentiment analysis. When treating negation, one
must be able to correctly determine what part of the meaning
expressed is modified by the presence of the negation. Most of
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the times, its expression is far from being simple , and does not
only contain obvious negation words, such as not, neither or nor.
Research in the field has shown that there are many other words
that invert the polarity of an opinion expressed[50], such as
diminishers/valence shifters (e.g., I find the functionality of the
new phone less practical), connectives (Perhaps it is a great
phone, but I fail to see why), or even modals (In theory, the
phone should have worked even under water). As can be seen
from these examples, modeling negation is a difficult yet an
important aspect of sentiment analysis.

2.3 FEATURE
BASED
CLASSIFICATION

After the extraction of the features, it would be effective if
the features are reduced.
2.3.2 Feature Reduction:
Feature reduction is an important part of optimizing the
performance of a (linear) classifier by reducing the feature
vector to a size that does not exceed the number of training cases
as a starting point. Further reduction of vector size can lead to
more improvements if the features are noisy or redundant.
Reducing the number of features in the feature vector can be
done in two different ways [41]:
1) reduction to the top ranking n features based on some
criterion of “predictiveness”
2) reduction by elimination of sets of features (e.g.
elimination of linguistic analysis features etc.)
Now the extracted features are reduced, and the classification
of the sentiment based on the polarity and intensity of the text
using any of the machine learning approaches is to be done.

SENTIMENT

Feature engineering is an extremely basic and essential task
for Sentiment Analysis. Converting a piece of text to a feature
vector is the basic step in any data driven approach to Sentiment
Analysis. It is important to convert a piece of text into a feature
vector, so as to process text in a much efficient manner. In text
domain, effective feature selection is a must in order to make the
learning task effective and accurate. In text classification, with
the bag of words model, each position in the input feature vector
corresponds to a given word or phrase. In the bag of words
framework, the documents are often converted into vectors
based on predefined feature presentation including feature type
and features weighting mechanism, which is critical to
classification accuracy. The major feature types contain
unigrams, bigrams and the mixtures of them, etc. The features
weighting mechanism mainly includes presence, frequency,
tf*idf and its variants [57]. The commonly used features used in
Sentiment Analysis and their critiques [70] are Term Presence,
Term frequency, term position, Subsequence Kernels, Parts of
Speech, Adjective-Adverb Combination, Adjectives, n-gram
features etc.

3. SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION
Sentiment Classification broadly refers to binary
categorization, multi-class categorization, regression and
ranking. Sentiment Classification mainly consists of two
important tasks, including sentiment polarity assignment and
sentiment intensity assignment [49]. Sentiment polarity
assignment deals with analyzing, whether a text has a positive,
negative, or neutral semantic orientation. Sentiment intensity
assignment deals with analyzing, whether the positive or
negative sentiments are mild or strong. There are several tasks
in order to achieve the goals of Sentiment Analysis. These tasks
include sentiment or opinion detection, polarity classification
and discovery of the opinion’s target. A wide range of tools and
techniques are used to tackle the difficulties in order to achieve
Sentiment Analysis. The various methodologies used in order to
achieve Sentiment Classification are; 1) Classification with
respect to term frequency, n-grams, negations or parts of speech,
2) Identification of the semantic orientation of words using
lexicon, statistical techniques and training documents,
3) Identification of the semantic orientation of the sentences and
phrases, 4) Identification semantic orientation of the documents,
5) Object feature extraction, 6) Comparative sentence
identification.

2.3.1 Feature Extraction:
Let us consider the n-gram features for feature extraction.
An n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n items from a
given sequence of text or speech. An n-gram could be any
combination of letters [49] (syllables, letters, word, part-ofspeech (POS), character, syntactic, and semantic n-grams).
The n-grams typically are collected from a text or speech corpus
and n-gram features captures sentiment cues in text. Fixed ngrams are exact sequences. Variable n-grams are extraction
patterns capable of representing more sophisticated linguistic
phenomena. n-gram features can be classified into two
categories: 1) Fixed n-grams are sequences occurring at either
the character or token level. 2) Variable n-grams are extraction
patterns capable of representing more sophisticated linguistic
phenomena. A plethora of fixed and variable n-grams have been
used for opinion mining [50]. Documents are often converted
into vectors according to predefined features together with
weighting mechanisms [57]. Correlation is a commonly used
method for featureselection [58], [59]. The process of obtaining
n–gram can be given as in the steps below,
1) Filtering – removing URL Links
2) Tokenization – Segmenting text by splitting it by spaces
and punctuation marks, and forming bag of words
3) Removing Stop Words – Removing articles(“a”, ”an”,
”the”)
4) Constructing n-grams – from consecutive words

3.1 POLARITY ASSIGNMENT
The Sentiment Polarity Classification is a binary
classification task where an opinionated document is labeled
with an overall positive or negative sentiment. Sentiment
Polarity Classification can also be termed as a binary decision
task. The input to the Sentiment Classifier can be opinionated or
sometime not. When a news article is given as an input,
analyzing and classifying it as a good or bad news is considered
to be a text categorization task as in [5]. Furthermore, this piece
of information can be good or bad news, but not necessarily
subjective (i.e., without expressing the view of the author).
Summarizing reviews in order to collect information on to why
the reviewers liked or disliked the product is another way of
mining opinion. In order to determine the polarity of the
outcomes as described in medical texts is yet another type of
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categorization related to the degree of positivity as in [6]. Few
other problems related to the determination of the degree of
positivity are the analysis of comparative sentences. Automated
opinion mining often uses machine learning, a component of
artificial intelligence.

where, P(d) plays no role in selecting c*. To estimate the term
P(d|c), Naive Bayes decomposes it by assuming the fi’s are
conditionally independent given d’s class as in Eq.(2),
Pc  im1 P f i | c ni d 
(2)
PNB c | d  
Pd 



3.2 INTENSITY ASSIGNMENT

where, m is the no of features and fi is the feature vector.
Consider a training method consisting of a relative-frequency
estimation P(c) and P (fi | c). Despite its simplicity and the fact
that its conditional independence assumption clearly does not
hold in real-world situations, Naive Bayes-based text
categorization still tends to perform surprisingly well [13];
indeed, Naive Bayes is optimal for certain problem classes with
highly dependent features[29].

While Sentiment polarity assignment deals with analyzing,
whether a text has a positive, negative, or neutral semantic
orientation, Sentiment intensity assignment deals with analyzing,
whether the positive or negative sentiments are mild or strong.
Consider the two phrases “I don’t like you” and “I hate you”,
where, both the sentences would be assigned a negative semantic
orientation but the latter would be considered more intense than
the first[49]. Effectively classifying sentiment polarities and
intensities entails the use of classification methods applied to
linguistic features. While several classification methods have
been employed for opinion mining, Support Vector Machine
(SVM) has outperformed various techniques including Naive
Bayes, Decision Trees, Winnow, etc. [67], [68] and [69].

4.2 MAXIMUM ENTROPY
Maximum Entropy (ME) classification is yet another
technique, which has proven effective in a number of natural
language processing applications [26]. Sometimes, it
outperforms Naive Bayes at standard text classification [27]. Its
estimate of P(c | d) takes the exponential form as in Eq.(3),

4. MACHINE LEARNING APPROACHES

PME c | d  

The aim of Machine Learning is to develop an algorithm so
as to optimize the performance of the system using example data
or past experience. The Machine Learning provides a solution to
the classification problem that involves two steps: 1) Learning
the model from a corpus of training data 2) Classifying the
unseen data based on the trained model. In general, classification
tasks are often divided into several sub-tasks:
1) Data preprocessing
2) Feature selection and/or feature reduction
3) Representation
4) Classification
5) Post processing
Feature selection and feature reduction attempt to reduce the
dimensionality (i.e. the number of features) for the remaining
steps of the task. The classification phase of the process finds the
actual mapping between patterns and labels (or targets). Active
learning, a kind of machine learning is a promising way for
sentiment classification to reduce the annotation cost[65]. The
following are some of the Machine Learning approaches
commonly used for Sentiment Classification.

1 ni d   0 and c  c
Fi ,c d , c  
otherwise
0

(3)

(4)

For instance, a particular feature/class function might fire if
and only if the bigram “still hate” appears and the document’s
sentiment is hypothesized to be negative. Importantly, unlike
Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy makes no assumptions about
the relationships between features and so might potentially
perform better when conditional independence assumptions are
not met.

4.3 SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
Support vector machines (SVMs) have been shown to be
highly effective at traditional text categorization, generally
outperforming Naive Bayes [40]. They are large-margin, rather
than probabilistic, classifiers, in contrast to Naive Bayes and
Maximum Entropy. In the two-category case, the basic idea
behind the training procedure is to find a maximum margin
hyperplane, represented by vector w , that not only separates the
document vectors in one class from those in the other, but for
which the separation, or margin, is as large as possible. This
corresponds to a constrained optimization problem; letting cj 
{1, −1} (corresponding to positive and negative) be the correct
class of document dj, the solution can be written as in Eq.(5),

It is an approach to text classification that assigns the class
c* = argmaxc P(c | d), to a given document d. A naive Bayes
classifier is a simple probabilistic classifier based on Bayes'
theorem and is particularly suited when the dimensionality of the
inputs are high. Its underlying probability model can be
described as an "independent feature model". The Naive Bayes
(NB) classifier uses the Bayes’ rule Eq.(1),
Pc Pd | c 
Pd 

1
exp i i ,c Fi ,c d , c 
Z d 

where, Z(d) is a normalization function. Fi,c is a feature/class
function for feature fi and class c, as in Eq.(4),

4.1 NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFICATION

Pc | d  



w :  j  j c j d j ,  j  0

(5)

where, the αj’s (Lagrangian multipliers) are obtained by solving

(1)

a dual optimization problem. Those d j such that αj is greater
than zero are called support vectors, since they are the only
document vectors contributing to w . Classification of test
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laptop's battery life was long, that would be a positive opinion.
If the customer said that the laptop's start-up time was long,
however, that would be a negative opinion[49]. These
differences mean that an opinion system trained to gather
opinions on one type of product or product feature may not
perform very well on another.
Another challenge would arise because; people don't always
express opinions the same way. Most traditional text processing
relies on the fact that small differences between two pieces of
text don't change the meaning very much. In opinion mining,
however, "the movie was great" is very different from "the
movie was not great"[50].
People can be contradictory in their statements. Most reviews
will have both positive and negative comments, which is
somewhat manageable by analyzing sentences one at a time.
However, the more informal the medium (twitter or blogs for
example), the more likely people are to combine different
opinions in the same sentence. For example: "the movie bombed
even though the lead actor rocked it" is easy for a human to
understand, but more difficult for a computer to parse.
Sometimes even other people have difficulty understanding what
someone thought based on a short piece of text because it lacks
context. For example, "That movie was as good as his last one"
is entirely dependent on what the person expressing the opinion
thought of the previous film.
Pragmatics is a subfield of linguistics which studies the ways
in which context contributes to meaning. It is important to detect
the pragmatics of user opinion which may change the sentiment
thoroughly. Capitalization can be used with subtlety to denote
sentiment. In the examples given below, the first example
denotes a positive sentiment whereas the second denotes a
negative sentiment.
I just finished watching THE DESTROY.
That completely destroyed me.
Another challenge is in identifying the entity. A text or
sentence may have multiple entities associated with it. It is
extremely important to find out the entity towards which the
opinion is directed. Consider the following examples [70].
Sony is better than Samsung.
Raman defeated Ravanan in football.
The examples are positive for Sony and Raman respectively
but negative for Samsung and Ravanan.

instances consists simply of determining which side of w ’s
hyperplane they fall on.

5. APPLICATIONS
There are quite a large number of companies, big and small,
that have opinion mining and sentiment analysis as part of their
mission. Review-oriented search engines basically use sentiment
classification techniques. Opinion Mining proves itself to be an
important part of search engines. Topics need not be restricted to
product reviews, but could include opinions about candidates
running for office, political issues, and so forth. Summarizing
user reviews is an important problem. One could also imagine
that errors in user ratings could be fixed: there are cases where
users have clearly accidentally selected a low rating when their
review indicates a positive evaluation [3].
Sentiment-analysis and opinion-mining systems also have a
potential role in imparting sub-component technology for other
systems. Specifically, sentiment analysis system is an
augmentation to recommendation systems[14, 15]; since it might
recommend such a system not to suggest items that receive a lot
of negative feedback.
Detection of “flames” (overly-heated opposition) in email or
other types of communication is another possible use of
subjectivity detection [4]. In online systems that display ads as
sidebars, it is helpful to detect web pages that contain sensitive
content inappropriate for ads placement [16]; for more
sophisticated systems, it could be useful to bring up product ads
when relevant positive sentiments are detected. It has also been
argued that information extraction can be improved by
discarding information found in subjective sentences [17].
Question answering is another area where sentiment
analysis can prove useful [18, 19, and 20]. For example,
opinion-oriented questions may require different treatment. For
definitional questions, providing an answer that includes more
information about how an entity is viewed may better inform the
user [18]. Summarization may also benefit from accounting for
multiple viewpoints [21]. One effort seeks to use semantic
orientation to track literary reputation [22]. In general, the
computational treatment of affect has been motivated in part by
the desire to improve human-computer interaction [23, 54 and
55].
It's the breadth of opportunities – promising ways text
analytics can be applied to extract and analyze attitudinal
information from sources as varied as articles, blog postings, email, call-center notes and survey responses – and the difficulty
of the technical challenges that make existing and emerging
applications so interesting. Three other applications include
influence networks, assessment of marketing response and
customer
experience
management/enterprise
feedback
management.

7. CONCLUSION
This survey discusses various approaches to Opinion Mining
and Sentiment Analysis. It provides a detailed view of different
applications and potential challenges of Opinion Mining that
makes it a difficult task. Some of the machine learning
techniques like Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy and Support
Vector Machines has been discussed. Many of the applications
of Opinion Mining are based on bag-of-words, which do not
capture context which is essential for Sentiment Analysis. The
recent developments in Sentiment Analysis and its related subtasks are also presented. The state of the art of existing
approaches has been described with the focus on the following
tasks: Subjectivity detection, Word Sense Disambiguation,
Feature Extraction and Sentiment Classification using various

6. FUTURE CHALLENGES
There are several challenges in analyzing the sentiment of
the web user reviews. First, a word that is considered to be
positive in one situation may be considered negative in another
situation. Take the word "long" for instance. If a customer said a
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Machine learning techniques. Finally, the future challenges and
directions so as to further enhance the research in the field of
Opinion Mining and Sentiment Classification are discussed.
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